Government eMarketplace (GeM)BID DOCUMENT
FOR SR (P) TO CONSTRUCTION OF FALLEN ANCIENT WALL OF TANK(CHANDANITALAV)AT

SINDKHED RAJA, DIST. BULDHANA UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
OF INDIA, NAGPUR CIRCLE

REFERENCE NO. 04/03/82/2022W

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
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CRITICAL DATE SHEET
17.06.2022 at 18.00 hrs
Bid Document Download

1

17.06.20022 at 18.00 hrs

Bid
3

Submission Start Date

doubts, if
any issues and
Pre Bid meeting Date for clarifying
services proposed in the
specification/works and
any, about

21.06.2022 at 15.00 hrs

Bid documents.

07.07.2022 at 15.00 hrs

Closing Date

3

Bid Submission

4

EMD Deposit Date

08.07.2022 at 15:00 hrs
08.07.2022 at 15:30 hrs

Bid Opening Date

180 days

Work completion period

6

Manual bids shall not be accepted.

at GeM Portal (https://gem.gov.in)
which
Bids shall be submitted online only
black and white option
scanned with 100 dpi with
be
documents
may
Bid

help in reducing size of

the scanned document

Earnest Money Deposit:
Archaeologist,
favour of Superintending
The EMD should be drawn in

ASI, Nagpur Circle and

payable at Nagpur
delivered to
of Earnest Money must be
instruments in respect of cost
of
original
Copy
Nagpur Circle, Puratatva
Archaeological Survey of India,
Archaeologist,
the Superintending
440006 on or before
Hills, Nagpur (MH) Seminary
No.
11,
Bungalow
Bhawan, 2nd floor,
other documents will be rejected
tender without EMD and
08.07.2022 at 15.00 hrs. The
unsuccessful
of the EMD, the EMD of
be payable on the amount
bidder
successful
summarily. No interest will
the
finalization of tender if
without any interest on
in
bidders shall be returned
mentioned
as
the stipulated time
fail to undertake the work within
withdraws his bid in writing of
EMD will be forfeited.
submit security deposit, his
the work order or did not

The Hard

Address for

c o m m u n i c a t i o n are a s

Contact details:

given

below

Superintending Archaeologist

Contact Person:

Office of the Superintending Archaeologist,
Circle,
Archaeological Survey of lndia, Nagpur
No.
11, Seminary Hills,
Bungalow
Bhawan,

Address for
communication:

Puratatva

2a floor,

Nagpur (MH)-440006

0712-2511276 (during officehours)

Phone No:

circlenagpur. asi@gov.in

|Email:
1.
2.

3.

work contract.
The tender invited for item rate
circumstances what so ever.
after the deadline under any
No tender shall be entertained
conditions contained in
amend or withdraw any of the terms and
The ASI reserves the right to
notice or assigning
or all tenders without giving any
the Tender Documents or to reject any

any

reason.

The decision of the Superintending

Archaeologist, Archaeological Survey of India,

shall be final and binding
Nagpur Circle, Nagpur in this regard

on

all

parties

in

all

circumstances.

3

out rightly rejected in the very first
considered and will be
be
not
shall
bids
Conditional

4

instance.
The Successful tenderer will have to

5.

Security of 3% vide OM from

Performance

deposit

Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure

12h Nov. 2020 of
F.no. 9/4/2020-PPD dated

order value in the form of Bank Guarantee of Fixed

Deposit Receipt (FDR)

made in the

name

the Superintending
by hypothecated to
Archaeologist, Archaeological Survey of India, Nagpur Circle, Nagpur.
Circle, Nagpur
The Superintending Archaeologist, Archaeological Survey of India, Nagpur

of

6.

the

Company/Firm/Agency/Contractor

but

reserves the right to cancel any or all the bids without assigning any reason.

7.

Contractor will be responsible for timely payment to the supplier/labour and statutory

authorities and compliance of all statutory provision relating to minimum wages/specified
contract amount etc. in respect of the person deployed by him in the work.
The contractor shall also be liable for depositing all taxes, levies, cess etc on amount of work

8.

done/supply of materials/service rendered by him to the ASI to the tax collection authorities

concerned from time to time as per extant rules and regulation on the matter.
9.

The contractor should quote the rate and amount in figures and in words. The amount for
each item should be worked out and the total for all items should be given.

10. Whenever the rates quoted by the contractor in figures and in words tally but the amount is
not worked out correctly, the rate quoted by the contractor will be taken as correct and not the
amount.

11. The rate quoted by all the bidders shal be compared. The lowest quoted total rate shall be
considered for acceptance.
12. The rate quoted should include all taxes etc. ASI will not entertain any claim whatsoever in
this regard.

13. In case contractor's signature on tender is fixed in an Indian Language, the rate/amount
percentage above or below should also be written in the same language. In the case of
iliterate contractors the

rate/percentage should

be attested

by

a

witness.

14. The direction of acceptance of a tender, will rest with the Circle/Branch Officer/Regional
Director/Director General, ASI who does not bind himself to accept the lowest tender and

reserve to himself the authority to reject any or all of the tenders received, without the
assigning any reason. Any tender, in which any of the prescribed conditions are not fulfilled or
are incomplete in any respect is liable to be rejected.
15. The contractor shall not be permitted to tender for works in the Archaeological Survey of India.
Circle/Branch office (Responsible for award and execution of contract) in which his near

relative is posted as an officer in any capacity.
16. No engineer of Gazetted

rank

or other Gazetted

Officer employed

in

Engineering

or

Administrative duties in an Engineering Department of the Government of India is allowed to
work as a contractor for a period of two years of his retirement from Government service,

without the prior permission of the Government of India as aforesaid before submission of the
tender or engagement in the contractor's service.

17. The tender of the works shall not be witnessed by a

contractor or contractors who

himself/themselves/has/have tendered or who may tender for the same work.
18. The rates quoted by the contractor shall be valid up to 180 days from the date of acceptance
of the tender.

19. The bidder is compliant to Public Procurement (Preference to Make in India) Order 2017 and

subsequent amendments dated 16th September 2020 as relevant and applicable.
20. The bidder is complaint to the provision of Rule 144 (xi) of GFR, 2017.

21. GST:
a.) In this BoQ, the GST is calculated @18% as per the Notification No. 20/2017-Integrated

Tax (Rate) New Delhi, 22nd August, 2017 Heading Number 9954 for the work of Centrally
Protected Monuments in Archaeological Survey of India. (GST No. 27NGPA06825A1DO)
b.) The present GST rate will be applicable till the work contract including maintenance period
or any new notification/amendment is issued by the Government of India in this regard.
c.) TDS under GST: - If the contract or transaction value is more than 2.5 lakhs, then the TDS

under GST will be deducted as per detailed below: -

1. In case of same state transaction 1% TDS is required to be deducted under both the

CGST and the SGST Act and therefore the total TDS under GST to be deducted is 2%.
2. In case of inter-state transaction, IGST would be levied and 2% TDS under GST would

be levied in this case as well.

ednle
SuperintendinglArchdeologist

Archaeological Survey of India,

Nagpur Circle, Nagpur (MH)

Instructions for Online Bid Submission at GeM portal
To complete registration process on GeM, please ensure that you are an Authorized Person
(Director of the Organization or a Key Person/Proprietor). The instructions given below are meant to
assist the bidders in registering on the GeM Portal., prepare their bids in accordance with the
requirements and submitting their bids online on the GeM Portal.

More information useful for submitting online bids on the GeM Portal may be obtained
at: https/lgem.gov.in/
REQUIRED INFORMATION (Mandatory for registration):

1 Your Aadhaar Number/Virtual ID or Personal PAN Number allotted by the Income Tax Department. the
4th letter of Personal PAN number must be "P" (XXXPXXXXXx)
2. While registering with Aadhaar, mobile number linked with Aadhaar.

3. While registering with PAN, exact PAN details such as PAN number, PAN name and Date of birth.
4. Active Email id (can be Personal E-mail ld or
allotted Email-ld)

5. Business/Organisation Type:

Company/Organization

a.

registering as a sole proprietor business)
registering as a Partnership / LLP Firm)

Proprietorship (If you

b. Firm

(lf

you

are

are

Public limited company)

Company (If you are registering a Private/
/
are registering a Trust/ Society
d. Trust/ Society / Association of persons (If you
persons)
e. Government Entity (If you are registering a Government Entity)
C.

6. PAN Number of your Business (as per Income Tax records)
4th

a. Proprietorship

letter of PAN should be "P" (XXXPXXXXXX)) if you

are

b.

Sole Proprietorship Business
if
Partnership/LLP PAN (4th letter of PAN should be "F" (XXXFXXXXXX) you

c.

Company

Firm

PAN

(4th

letter of PAN should be "C"

(XXXCXXXXXX)) if you

are

association of

registering

are

a

registering

registering

a

a

private or public limited Company.

Trust/Society PAN (4th letter of PAN should be "T" (XXXTXXXXXX) or "A" (XXXAXXXXXX)
of Persons
"B (XXXBXXXXXX) if you are registering a Trust/Society/Association

d.

or

e. Government Entity PAN (4th letter of PAN should be "G" (XXXGXXXXXX)) if you are

registering a Government Entity
7. Date of Incorporation/Registration of your business
8. CIN (Company Information Number) in case you are registering as a Private/Public Limited Company.
9. Income Tax Return Details (ITR Form and ITR acknowledgment) for the last three years
Income Tax
as per the information furnished by you while filing
Please note that
tails shall be valid
Returns. Verified ITR details are mandatory for participating in Bid/RA for all entities unless incorporated
less than 24 months ago or exempted from filing ITR. ITR details are not mandatory if you do not want to

participate in Bid/RA.
10. Complete Registered Office Address Details along with Alternate E-Mail ld & Contact Number (for
printing on GeM Artifacts like Contract, Order, Invoice etc. You may decide to use your E-Mail ld
and/or Contact Number but it is mandatory to enter this information for transacting on GeM)
11. Billing Address with GSTIN Number (in absence of GSTIN you will not be able to accept any Orders

beyond INR 2.5 lacs on GeM).
12. Bank Account Number and IFSC Code of Bank Account which will be used for receiving payments for

business done on GeM

13. Companies and Firms ar

required to verify Key Person information as per ITR records

OPTIONAL INFORMATION:

If you want to participate in Bid and your Date of Incorporation is more than 24 months, in addition to
above mentioned required information, ITR details are required.
If you are registering as a Start-Up, in addition to the above-mentioned required information, the
be needed:
a. DIPP Number
b. Mobile Number linked with DIPP

following will also

If you are registering as an MSE, in addition to the above-mentioned required information, the followingg
will also be needed:

a. UAM Number (Udyog Aadhaar Memorandum Number)
b. Mobile Number linked with UAM
IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
1. Registration on GeM should be done

only by

an

Authorized Person

(Director of the Organization

or a

Key Person/Proprietor)

Tax Return Filing Primary Seller
2. Details of the Authorized Person will get validated as per the Income
has an option to create Secondary Seller(s) to assign roles like Bid Participation, Creation of

Catalogue, Purchase Requisition, and Order Fulfilment.
3. The Secondary Seller should register using the same method (Aadhaar or Personal Pan) as
the primary seller
Role and Responsibilities of Sellers on GeM are as under:
1. Only Director (s)/ Partner (s) / Proprietor (as applicable) are authorized to become Primary User and

register any legal entity on GeM as Seller.

2. Once Seller/Service Provider is registered and account is created on GeM, the Primary user of the

Seller/Service Provider can create Secondary User Accounts with in Seller/Service Provider
Organization with different Roles and Responsibilities. However, the Primary User creating Seconday
User accounts shall continue to be fully responsible and accountable for all actions / transactions done
by Secondary Users on GeM Portal.
3. Since GeM is a trust based Portal, the complete accuracy and integrity of data submitted in respect of
the Seller and also in respect of the Goods/Services offered on GeM will be the sole responsibility of
the Seller/Service provider. Seller will be liable for administrative action as per GeM terms and
conditions in case of any discrepancy / infirmity in any data / information submitted on GeM.

4. The Primary/ Secondary Users of Sellers, offering Goods/Services and/or participating in e-Bidding/
Reverse Auction on GeM, must ensure that they have the requisite authorization to enter into contract

with Buyer(s) in GeM for and on behalf of the Seller, failing which such Seller as well as the
individual(s) shall be vicariously liable for its actions and also for any liability arising out of such actions.
5. Seller can offer any number of products. However, it will be the sole responsibility of the seller to satisfy

themselves regarding possessing the requisites for doing business for the offered product(s). The
Sellers are solely responsible for ensuring that there is no violation of any Intellectual Property Rights
in their offerfor sell/ providing service on GeM.
6. The Seller should not exercise any corrupt influence on any aspect of contract and commit to take all
measures necessary to prevent corruption maintaining complete transparency, integrity and fairness in

all activities related to GeM.

7. The seller would represent its business on the GeM portal and is mandated to comply with all the terms
and conditions of the platform. Sellers would be solely and absolutely responsible for the information
provided about their organization, business, products and services on the portal and would be required
to produce proof of such information, if requested at any point in time by the Buyer and / or GeM.
8. GeM would not allow creation of any fresh data related to Seller identity on GeM portal. All details
provided by the Seller at the time of registration would be counter checked / verified through other data
bases of Government such as PAN, MCA 21, Udyog Aadhaar etc. For Financial details, PAN / Income
tax Database shall be primary validating database and will override any conflicting data in any other
database. If the data/ details entered by the seller while registering on GeM is not verified with
validating databases, registration will not be allowed. Further, in case of any conflict in details after

registration, Seller's registration would be automatically suspended. It is the Seller's responsibility to
keep all their information on GeM updated with the latest change(s). Non-updating of details on GeM
within 7 days of such occurrence would make Seller liable for administrative actions.

9. Eligibility of Sellers in terms of Turn Over/ Past Performance/ Profitability etc. and also their eligibility
foravailing various benefits/ advantages in terms ofvarious Govt. Policies/ Guidelines/ Acts/ Laws

etc. shall be determined solely on the basis of data fetched/ validated or verifiedthrough external
agency/ owner of that set of database such as Income Tax PAN Data Base, MCA 21, Udyog
Aadhaar, GSTN, Certifying Agencies such as BIS, BEE etc. In case of any discrepancy in data
available in these databases, Seller has to get the same updated in the corresponding validating
database before updating the same on GeM. Till such time only the existing validated information shall

be used to decide seller's eligibility on GeM. Any default in sellers updating their data on partner sites /
validating databases and any fall out of the same impacting adversely any transaction on GelM, shall
entirely and exclusively be Seller's responsibility. GeM shall not be responsible for any consequential
impact on any GeM transaction due to data discrepancy nd / or suspension of seller accour due to
data discrepancy. Seller will be solely responsible for the same.

10. The Seller shall be solely responsible for the Goods / Services including, without limitation, the
applicable guarantee / warranty, shelf-life, quantity, quality and the title and for giving the correct and

accurate details of the offer their Goods and/ or /Services indicating product specifications, quantity
which can be supplied over the specified time period, etc. as per catalogue or catalogue based
template prescribed in GeM. Seller would ensure that the Goods or /Services offered are latest, new

and complete in all respects. Where Seller is selling any Goods which needs spare parts, Seller should
ensure and make available such spare parts fora minimum period of three years from the date of expiry
of warrantee
period (unless otherwise specified). The individual Sellers shall ensure that the products
offered in e-Bidding and/or ordered shall remain available on GeM during the bid / contract validity

period.

11. Sellers shall offer minimum discount of 10% on the Maximum Retail Price (MRP) mandatorily (unless
otherwise specified for offering their products on GeM). Sellers are free to offer higher discounts. The
Seller must offer its best possible lowest price on GeM and undertake that it would not sell or offer to
sell the same product outside GeM in comparable quantity on similar terms and conditions at a price

equal to or lower than Offer Price on GeM. In case any such infringement by Seller is noticed, the
Seller shall be liable to be
removed/ debarred from the GeM.
2. By
offering their product on GeM, the Seller agrees for sharing price details of the offered Goods/

Service by GeM authorities with other Government agencies including Department of Excise &

Customs, Income tax, GST etc.
15. LISting of Goods/ Services in irrelevant/ inappropriate categories is strictly prohibited. If any such

infringement made by Seller leads to placement of a contract by any Buyer for such inappropriately
product(s)/service(s) by the Seller, such contract shall be treated as null and void. No claim

offered

whatsoever against such contract shall be
admissible and entertained.
benefits associated with any scheme/ offer / freebies
provided by
to time on an "as-is basis" to the
Buyer. This obligation will also
apply to OEM's directly supplying the

14. The Seller(s) shall
pass on all the
the OEM on
any product from time

supplied
quantity
be
considered

shall make such

as

inappropriate

goods. Holding back any such offer or accounting such freebies in
liable to be rejected by the consignee and shall also
against the GeM policies for which GeM reserves all rights to take

consignments

and

necessary action against such Seller/OEM
15.

By registering

on

not "Debarred from

GeM and by

Bidding"

on

as

participating

the

deemed fit.

in any bid

grounds mentioned

on

GeM, Seller undertakes that presently it

is

in Rule 151 of GFR 2017.

ASSISTANCE TO BIDDERSs
1) Any queries relating to the tender
document and the terms and conditions
contained
therein should be addressed to the
Tender Inviting Authority for a tender or
the relevant
contact person indicated in the tender.

Archaeological Survey of India, Nagpur Circle,
Puratatva Bhawan, 2nd floor, Bungalow No. 11,
Seminary Hills, Nagpur
Name of Office

District/State

Validation of

Date of

quoted rate

opening of

India,

Survey of
Circle,

Nagpur

Puratatva Bhawan, 2nd floor,
Bungalow No. 11, Seminary

Remarks

bid

Superintending Archaeologist

Archaeological

(MH)-440006

Nagpur

MAHARASHTRA

180 days*

08.07.2022
at 15:300

Hills, Nagpur (MH)-440006
Estimated Cost: Rs. 42,82,060 1-

EMD: Rs. 1, 07,052/
Contractor's Name..

*****'

********

Name of Work: SR (P) to Construction of fallen ancient wall of Tank
(Chandani Talao) at Sindkhed Raja,
Dist. Buldhana. (Execution of complete work done)
*The rates quoted by the contractor shall be valid up to 180 days from the date of acceptance of the

tender.
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Particulars of Item

Sr.

Quantity

No.

Per
Unit

Rate per unit of
each item (in
figures and

words)
01.

Amount
in figures

Remarks

(including
GST

18%)

Providing temporary arrangement
for making excess to the work at
site by putting sand bags in to the
water of the

tank

to from

temporary cofferdam,

a

including

90.66

mt

removal of bags from the tank
with all labours and materials etc.

completed.

02

Removal of water between the

137.34

area of cofferdam by pumping out

03

Cu

Cu
mt

including all labours and materials
etc. completed.
Removal of fallen
debris of
collapse wall consisting of earth,
other
&
boulders
stones,

materials including sorting out
serviceable
and
stacking
materials at suitable place at site

&disposal

of

198.0

Cu
mt

unserviceable

materials at distance of 1 km
from
transport etc.

away

04

by

mechanical

Dismantling the damaged old
worn out, bulged, out of plumb,

displaced portion of adjacent both
side of collapse wall including
stacking serviceable materials for

33.6

Cu
mt

of
reuse
&
disposal
its
unserviceable materials including

labour charges etc.
05.

Provision for excavation in the
hard type of soil i.e. big boulders,
rock including chiseling hard rock
over hill & excavating soil to get

the sufficient gradient and slope

74.80

Cu
mt

transportation,
including
spreading, watering. compaction,
over the hill for foundation of side
walls etc. as directed.

06.

Providing water tightening by
laying of the lime concrete in
composite mortar of ratio 1:1:1:4
i.e (1 Unslaked lime: 1 Sand: 1

Surkhi: 4 brick aggregate 20mm)

15..94

Cu
mt

after removing of accumulated
rubbish, including beating and
treating with split bamboo and
9

thappies till surface

hardened

for

water tightening, including adding
of
2% solution of boiled water
and
bellgiri-frut,
Gur
Gum,
complete within 200mt. lead and
also rounding junctions with
parapet wall etc. complete

07.

Reconstruction of fallen portion of

collapse

wall in Coursed Rubble

basalt stone masonry in lime
mortar 1:1:1 ie (1 Unslaked Lime:

1 Surkhi: 1 Sand) as per original
in basalt stone by using 75% old

67.10

Cu
mt

as available at site and 25% new

stone of average size of length
0.4 to 0.50mtr,avg. width 0.3to

0.4 mtr and avg. depth 0.3 to
0.35mtr with two line dressing of
five side except back side of
stone with all materials and
labours etc. complete.
08.

Providing
Random

and

Rubble

constructing
basalt

stone

masonary by using 60% old as

available in site and 40% new in
lime mortar 1:1:1 (1Unslaked
Lime: 1 Surkhi: 1 Sand) in Core

filling and in the foundation of the
collapse wall as per original

Cu
142.12

mt

134.20

Cu

includingfilling, curing, complete
with lead of 50m and lift of 6m

etc. Providing and constructing
Random Rubble basalt stone
masonary by using 60% old as
available in site and 40% new in

lime

mortar

1:1:1

(1Unslaked

Lime: 1 Surkhi: 1 Sand) in Core
filling and in the foundation of the
collapse wall as per original

including filling, curing, complete
with lead of 50m and lift of 6m
etc.

09

Providing and applying of the
pointing to arrest the vegetation
growth over collapse wall in lime
mortar 1:1:1 i.e (1 Unslaked Lime:
1 Surkhi: 1 Sand) with finishing
the surface to show the edge and
curing as per original.

mt

10

10

Fixing double scaffolding
system
(cup lock type) on the exterior

side of
building/structure, upto 25
metre height, above

including

ground level,

additional

rows

of

scaffolding in stepped manner as
per requirement of site, made with
40mm dia M.S. tube,
placed 1.5

metre centre to centre, horizontal
&vertical tubes joint
with cup &
lock system with M.S.
Tubes,
M.S. tube challis, M.S.
clamps
and staircase system in the
scaffolding for working platform
etc.

and

maintaining

it

in

120.00

Cu
mt

a

serviceable
condition
for
execution of work of cleaning
and/

or

pointing

and/

applying
removing it
thereafter. The scaffolding system
shall be stiffened with
bracings,
chemical

or

and

runners,

connecting with the
building etc, whereverrequired, if

feasible, for inspection of work at

required locations with essential
safety features for the workmen
etc., complete as per directions
and

approval

of

Engineer-in-

charge. Note:- (1) The elevational
area of the scaffolding shall be

measured for payment
purpose
(2) The payment will be made
once

only for

execution

of all

items for such works.

TOTAL(in figure and words)_

Superintending' Archaeologist
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1.

manufactures
scaffolding
Firm Registration Certificate which is used for
PAN.
valid
GST,
to
provide
Supply of scaffolding firms. It is mandatory

of

firms/

2. The rate of each item for supply of materials/services should be quoted in figures

andwords against

the item

put

to tender

including all

taxes and other

charges

as

applicable.

3. The contractor/Supplier will be permitted to attend at the time of tendering

opening.
4. The tender documents are available on website GeM Portal which may be

downloaded and submitted online

on

https://gem.gov.in/

5. The undersigned reserves the right to reject any or all the tenders without

assigning any reason.
6. Water

arrangement/Scaffolding/T&P/articles will be managed by contracto.

7. The

supply of materials/services to be executed and deductions of voids will be as
per CPWD specifications, IS code and as per Archaeological Survey of India

specification.
8.

Before

9.

The contractor should
supplied.

supply

of materials contractor must

10.The materials/services
competent officer.
11. The rate

what

ensure

the

pertaining

quantity

and

the

agreement

quality

quoted should be included
in this regard.

in this office.

of the materials/ services

to this work should be

so ever

12. The bidder who fulfils Technical

sign

verified/ checked by the

all taxes etc. ASI will not entertain
any claim

Eligibility Requirement mentioned

under Technical

Eligibility Requirement shall be declared technically qualified. Financial bid in respect of
such

technically qualified

bidder shall be

13.The bidder who quotes lowest of

declared L1.

opened.

grand

total for execution of work in BOQ will be

14.In

case of tie in lowest rate, the contractor who has
completed more work orders in last 3
years' for supply and execution of work/services in Ministries/ Government offices

(central/state)/Government organizations shall be declared LI. Copies of Orders and

completion certificates from employer should be provided along with Technical Bid.

Superintending Archaeologist
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TECHNICAL ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENT

FOR THE

TENDERING CONTRACTORS/
SUPPLIERS/FIRMS/AGENCIES CHECK LIST TO UPLOAD
DOCUMENTS FOR
(TECHNICAL
BID)
The tendering
contractors/Suppliers/Firms/agencies should fulfil the following eligibility
requirement and furnish the same with self
- attested copies

bid.

SL. REQUIREMENT

cOPY OF RELEVANT

No.

DOCUMENT

of documents with technical

ENCLOSED
PAGE NO OF
YES/NO
BID

The

Company/Firm/Agency Copy of valid registration
registered with the certificate
appropriate

DOCUMENT

should be

registration

authority.

(The eligible bidders who are
registered

with

CPWD/MES/ASI/Railway/Local
PWD &
any other

2

departments.)

The

government

Company/Firm/Agency Copy

should be registered with GST

of

certificate.

Registration

Department
PAN

card

in

the

name

of

Company/Firm/Agency

Copy of PAN card
name

of

in the

Firm/self

proprietorship etc., else
duly notarized affidavit

confirming
ownership/selfIT returns for the last 3 financial
2020-21
&
year (2019-20,

proprietorship
provided for.

to

be

Copies of ITRs

2021-22).[If ITR of 2021-22 is

not filled due to any reasons

please indicate the same & ITTR
for
5

the

FY

2018-19

will

be

considered for those bidders]
Experience Criteria:-

Experience

of

having

successfully completed 'similar
Works during last 7 years (w.e.f Copy
2015 to March, 2022) along

April,

of work orders
with completion

certificate.
ending last day of month
previous to the one in which Similar Works means
bids are invited and should fulfil Erection of
scaffolding
either of the
system,
Excavation,
Three similar completed works Masonary in lime mortar,
costing not less than the lime concrete to the

following

amount

equal

to 40%% Or

estimated cost. i.e.
Rs. 17, 12,824 -

Seventeen
Thousand

Lakh

Eight

heritage monuments

tne temples

ancient

government buildings
(Rupees iconic
buildings
Twelve archaeological sitesS]

Hundred

Twenty Four only)
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Or

Two similar completed works

costing not less than
the
amount equal to 50% of the

estimated cost. i.e.
Rs.

21, 41,030/ (Rupees
Twenty One Lakh Forty One

Thousand Thirty only)
Or
One

similar

costing

completed work

not

less than the
amount equal to 80% of the

estimated cost. i.e.
34, 25,648/- (Rupees
Thirty Four Lakh Twenty five
Thousand six hundred Forty

Rs.

Eight only)

Turnover Criteria:

The

Average Financial turnover Certificate

during

the

last

ending 31s

three

March

years

of the

from

Statutory Authority.

previous financial year should
be

at

least

30%

of

the

estimated cost (as per CVC
guidelines No.

12-02-1-CTE-6

dated 17.12.2002).
EMD

DD/
from

Banker's Cheque
a
nationalised

bank.
If the bidder is exempted
for
EMD
submission,
should
furnish
they

certificate to this effect
such

as

MSME/NSIC

exemption certificate.

Signed NIT

Signed NIT

Each page of the NIT must be

signed
9

10

and

stamped

&

uploaded on the portal.
Affidavit/ Declaration on stamp
paper attested by Notary

Tender Acceptance Letter

(Signature of the bidder, with Official Seal)
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DECLARATION
(On stampP paper Rs. 500 as per prevailing law/act)

(Attested by notary)
.Son/Daughter of Shri/Smt.. **************** .Signatory of the
1. .
agency/ firm mentioned above, is competent to sign this declaration and execute this tender
document.
2. I have carefully read and understood all the terms and conditions of the tender and

undertake to abide by them.

3. My agency has not been blacklisted/ debarred from participating in tender of any Ministry/
Department of Government of India and Government of India undertaking in the last Three (3)
Years as on date of opening of this Tender.
4. The information/ documents furnished along with the above application are true and

authentic to the best of my knowledge and belief.
5. I/ we am/ are well aware of the fact that furnishing of any false information/ fabricated

document would lead to rejection of my tender at any stage besides liabilities towards
prosecution under appropriate law:

Signature of authorized person(s)
Date:

Place

Full Name:

Seal
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TENDERACCEPTANCE LETTER
be given

(To

Company Letter Head)

on

Date

TO
*********'****

****'*****************.

****'*********"****'***

'******

*******.

***'****'****'***'***************
****

***********'****'*****

**

*****.

Conditions of Tender
Sub: Acceptance of Terms &

Tender Reference No:

************************'*

****°*****'

Name of Tender/Work:
********************************************************
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' * * * * * * * * * * * * *. . . .

'*'*

****"****

********* *****'.

*****************'*********************'****'****
* * * * * *
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

***

* * * * * * *

***
**

****"**************

**'*********'***

****************************
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

'

*

*

*

'

*********************

********

**** ****

**********

****'**'***** *********'****

*

******

**

*

*

*

'**°*********************

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
**
***
.

*****'**************************'******

*

*

*

*

*

***

. . .

*****'********

****

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' ' ' * * *

************
* * * * * * * * * * * ' * * * * * * : * ' ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*********

Dear Sir
1)

1 We

have

downloaded/

the tender document(s)

obtained

for the above

mentioned

"Tender/ Work" from the website(s) namely:
**********
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*****'*'*******

**** '***

****

*'****

*

**************''*******'*********'*"***********'
********

**************************************°"'***********'******

as

in the
per your advertisement, given

***

**'****°°**

above mentioned

'***************

website(s).

the tender
the entire terms and conditions of
schedule(s),
all documents like annexure(s),

that / We have read
2) 1 We hereby certify
documents from Page No...to..(Including

etc..),

which form

part of the

contract

agreement and

I/we shall

abide

hereby by the

terms

therein.
/conditions/ clauses contained

3)

to have also
from time to time by your department/ organization
The corrigendum(s) issued
while submitting this acceptance letter.
been taken into consideration,

4)

1

5)

We do

hereby

declare that

our firm

has not been blacklisted/ debarred

by

any Govt.

Department/ Public sector undertaking.
is true & correct and in the event that
furnished by
1/ We certify that all information
incorrect/untrue or found violated, then your department/
the information is found to be
the bid or
notice or reason therefore or summarily reject
organization shall without giving any
forfeiture
the
other rights or remedy including
terminate the contract, without prejudice to any

our firm

of the full said earnest money deposit absolutely.
Yours Faithfully,

(Signature of the bidder, with Official Seal)
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